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Abstract
Viral Appetite is a mobile game created in one semester at The University of Alabama in
Huntsville. In Viral Appetite, the player is a cartoon style virus with only one goal: survive. In
the game, the player uses a joystick to control their movement. The longer the player survives,
the higher the score climbs. The player must run or defeat other viruses (the orange enemies) and
can collect power ups to gain a shield, increase their score, or upgrade their attacks. Starting out,
the player cannot shoot any projectiles and must dodge the attacks from their orange foes. Once
an upgrade powerup is obtained, the player gains the ability to shoot from the arm grown.
Upgradable up to 4 arms, each upgrade level produces another arm and more powerful
projectiles. In the event the player gets harmed by an orange enemy, the red blood cells floating
by can be eaten/absorbed to regain health. As time ticks by, the enemies, player, and blood cells
get faster. With the speed increase, the score is multiplied accordingly. The player’s end goal is
to maximize their score and survive for the longest amount of time.
Introduction
As a college student at The University of Alabama in Huntsville, Covid turned my last
two years on its head. What started as a current events topic in history class, turned into a mess
the modern world wasn’t ready for. Although it was hard, I didn’t join the Honors College not to
be challenged. I have always fought unsavory circumstances with humor and a light heart, so
why should be Covid be any different? That’s where I came up with my capstone project.
Inspired by the hungry virus, I used my capstone as an opportunity to explore how to build a
mobile game from scratch. Viral Appetite is a reflection of my humor about a troubling situation
and an attempt to gain some enjoyment from the darkness.
Summary of the Creation Process
When designing Viral Appetite I started with an idea. I wanted to create a mobile game,
since I had never completed one. I also wanted to approach the topic with caution. I designed
Viral Appetite in such a way that it wasn’t too complex for a single person to complete and
publish within one semester. Soon after thinking of the virus survival idea, it turned into a Game
Design Document (GDD) and the framework was laid down.
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Game Design Document
In my Game Design Document, there were 11 categories. The first was the inspiration,
listing Covid and my lack of mobile game knowledge and the main factors. Second, the main
concept; a virus survival game with a goal of optimizing score. Third a genre. I chose action /
casual since most mobile games are meant to be time killers and be passive fun. Viral Appetite
specifically allows the player to compete against themselves to get a better score or survive
longer. The action came from fast movement and dodging of enemies and their attacks.
The next topic I covered was assets. If I was to make a mobile game in a single semester,
I needed to know what assets were absolutely necessary to make a functioning game. This
included the drawings and animations for the player and enemies, menu designs and their
buttons, and backgrounds. From there, each subcategory was broken down into small, more
specific assets that I could get started designing. This section took the most time to complete.
Next, I covered gameplay and the target audience. I wanted my gameplay to be engaging
and fun, while not being too difficult for a casual player. Here I specified the end goal of the
player and how to earn points. This is one of the most important sections, since coding is almost
impossible without a solid idea of what the game is supposed to be. The target audience was
simple, anyone with a mobile device and interested in the action / casual genre. As I coded and
evolved Viral Appetite, I tried to keep my audience in mind. Without them, I wouldn’t be making
a game for anyone but myself.
Next, I broke down the mechanics. Here I specified what powerups I wanted to have,
how the player and enemy attacks, how the player is to regain health, and how the scoring
specifically worked. Included in this section were preliminary art concepts for the player, enemy,
blood cell, and powerups. Think of this section as a mock up of the overall design of the game.
After this section, I moved onto level design. I designed my level to simulate an endless
landscape, more specifically an immune system. The idea is that the enemies and blood cells
were spawned off screen endlessly and the player was not likely to be trapped in a corner. I later
implemented this as an extremely large playspace and only seemed infinite but provided the
freedom that I wanted the player to feel.
Another important step in the GDD is the sound effects. Here I listed each asset that I
wanted to have a sound attached to it. Here I also specified that I wanted two different
background songs; one for the menus and one for actual gameplay. The goal with the sounds was
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to put in free assets found online and later replace them with original music and foley. Lastly, the
GDD covered the UI assets. This included a more specific list of menus assets, on screen assets,
and buttons needed to make the game fully functional.
Learning Stencyl
Now that I had the GDD to go by and had a solid idea of what I wanted my mobile game
to be, I had to choose a software to work with. My instructor, Dr. Charles O'Brien, suggested I
use Stencyl since he was familiar with the program, could help with any problems I may have,
and since it had the mobile capabilities I needed. I was happy with the suggestion and decided to
use Stencyl, however I didn’t know a thing about the software. For the first week or so, there was
a learning curve as I made myself familiar with the interface and the game scripting style.
However, this turned out to not be a huge issue, since I have experience with coding, but is still
worth noting.
Alpha Version
Now that I was familiar with Stencyl, the next step was to begin work on Viral Appetite
Alpha. The goal of any alpha version is to get as many of the mechanics coded in as possible and
make a playable game. For Viral Appetite, that meant laying out the different menus, having
functional start buttons, and having the player, enemies, and blood cells spawning. At this point,
the player was able to run into either a blood cell or an enemy and they would despawn. Alpha
also included my preliminary art assets and a plain red background. No game is pretty at this
point, and there’s no reason for it to be. The main purpose of alpha is to begin to actually try out
mechanics and determine if your idea is good enough to precede. If not, rethink the idea, go back
to the GDD, and try again. In the case of Viral Appetite, I chose to proceed since I liked the idea
and enjoyed the basic mechanics so far.
Beta Version
After Alpha comes Beta. In this version, the goal is to have every mechanic in the game
and working. Past this point, a game designer should not be adding anymore mechanics and
should just be tweaking existing elements of gameplay. This means that some or all final art is
included along with at least basic sounds. For Viral Appetite, the in game UI assets, such as the
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health bar, pause button, and score text were added. The beginning sound assets were then
included and all the menus and menu buttons were mostly functioning. During this time, the
enemies could shoot projectiles, the powerups would spawn and function according to their
power, the player could upgrade and shoot projectiles, and the score and speed multiplier was
added. Between Alpha and Beta, there was a bit of a jump in terms of function. I gave myself the
time to create as good of a beta version as I possibly could. Through the time between alpha and
beta, I was letting my friends and family play and give me feedback. They were the fresh eyes I
needed to be able to find bugs and allow me to fix them. This resulted in around 20 versions of
my game between alpha and beta, each with a small improvement that someone else was able to
break. Giving people the opportunity to break my game was essential to me creating the best beta
and best overall game possible. I would argue that playtesting and breaking your own game is
essential to creating a solid end product and enjoyable player experience.
Publishing
After completing the beta version of Viral Appetite, I set my sights on publishing to the
Google Play Store. After much troubleshooting with Stencyl, I obtained the proper version of the
game engine and produced an .abb file. Once I created that, I uploaded it to the Google Play
Store and filled out their requirements and required information. Then Viral Appetite went under
review. Around 3 days later, my game was officially released and is available on the Google Play
Store! A link to the Google Play Store listing can be found in the appendix.
Self-assessment
Overall, I am exceptionally proud of myself for making a game that was able to be
published. However, if I were to go back in time and do this again, I would change a few aspects
of my workflow. The final version of Viral Appetite that went to the Google Play Store was only
the beta version. While I strongly believe that no game is perfect or ever truly finished, I would
have liked to be able to get a few more aspects completed before publishing. For example, I
started to record my own foley and music for the main menu, gameplay, and sound effects.
Unfortunately, I ran out of time and did not get a chance to include those in the final release. If I
were to put another semester of work into Viral Appetite, I would have also liked to dive into
ads, achievements, and character customization. These were aspects that I didn’t aim to include
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at the beginning of the semester, but now feel would add to the player experience and overall feel
of the game. Lastly, there are a few bugs that I didn’t notice until my friends and family started to
download and play Viral Appetite more. As I go forward, I’d like to keep working on Viral
Appetite, starting with fixing the new bugs that were found, and really make the game the best it
can be.
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Appendix
Link to Gameplay Video: Youtube Link: https://youtu.be/eg5rMRWTB2g
Link to Google Play Store listing:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.haileyPorter.viralAppetite

Figure 1 - Google Play Store Listing
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Figure 2 - Main Menu

Figure 3 - Settings

Figure 4 - Credits
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Figure 5 - Gameplay

Figure 6 - Game Over
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Figure 7 - Controls

Figure 8 - How to Play

